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ABSTRACT
Background: Technical skills training in neurosurgery is mostly done in the operating room. New
educational paradigms are encouraging the development of novel training methods for surgical skills.
Simulation could answer some of these needs. This paper presents the development of a conceptual

SC

training framework for use on a virtual reality (VR) neurosurgical simulator.
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Methods: Appropriate tasks were identified by reviewing neurosurgical oncology curricula
requirements and performing cognitive task analyses of basic techniques and representative surgeries.
The tasks were then elaborated into training modules by including learning objectives, instructions,
levels of difficulty and performance metrics. Surveys and interviews were iteratively conducted with
subject matter experts (SMEs) to delimitate, review, discuss and approve each of the development

TE

D

stages.

Results: Five tasks were selected as representative of basic and advanced neurosurgical skill. These tasks

EP

were: 1) ventriculostomy, 2) endoscopic nasal navigation, 3) tumour debulking, 4) hemostasis and 5)
microdissection. The complete training modules were structured into easy, intermediate and advanced
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settings. Performance metrics were also integrated to provide feedback on outcome, efficiency and
errors. The SMEs deemed the proposed modules as pertinent and useful for neurosurgical skills training.
Conclusion: The conceptual framework presented here, the Fundamentals of Neurosurgery (FNS),
represents a first attempt to develop standardized training modules for technical skills acquisition in
neurosurgical oncology. The National Research Council Canada is currently developing NeuroTouch, a VR
simulator for cranial microneurosurgery. The simulator presently includes the five FNS modules at
varying stages of completion. A first pilot study has shown that neurosurgical residents obtained higher
2
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performance scores on the simulator than medical students. Further work will validate its components
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and use in a training curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION
Technical skills proficiency is an essential component of a surgeon’s competency. An important aspect in

RI
PT

cranial neurosurgery is microsurgical skill. Typically, a neurosurgeon must execute precise and delicate
manipulations through small openings on magnified structures, performed under the operating
microscope (25). Injury to critical areas could lead to major post-operative deficits or fatal outcomes

SC

(33). As is the case for many surgical disciplines, neurosurgery is becoming less invasive. The range of
procedures that can be done endoscopically is steadily expanding, introducing new and increasingly

M
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sophisticated tools to surgeons and ultimately widening the already considerable scope of skills that a
trainee must master.

Concerns for patient safety and reduced resident duty hours have limited the time available to train in
the operating room (OR) (28). This restriction is at odds with learning new and added techniques;

D

encouraging the development of novel training methods for surgical skills outside of the OR. Current
curricula include laboratory sessions with hands-on components such as cadaveric dissection and

TE

animal surgeries (40). Cadavers are useful for learning surgical anatomy, however dynamic properties

EP

such as bleeding or pulsing organs are missing. In live animal surgeries, the anatomy might differ. None
of these alternatives are able to incorporate the anatomic variability and pathology seen during live

AC
C

training in the OR. Surgical simulation is emerging as a potential answer. These systems can consist of
task box trainers, mannequins, virtual reality (VR) and hybrid systems (5, 24). A benefit of VR simulation,
is that in addition to complementing training in the OR, it can also serve as an assessment tool by
providing immediate objective feedback to the trainee through automated performance scores (47). VR
simulation can allow autonomous skills training. It can also incorporate the different techniques,
anatomies and pathologies required for a variety of surgical specialties. Using advanced graphics and
haptics, simulation is striving towards realistic, dynamic tissue behaviour.
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Systems are being developed for neurosurgery by research teams, including simulators for
ventriculostomy (35), brain tissue manipulation and dissection (21, 49), endoscopic surgery (38, 39) and
cranial bone drilling (1, 31, 50). To our knowledge, there is no commercially available VR simulator

RI
PT

specific to neurosurgery. The end goal for a given VR simulator is acceptance by the medical community.
A lesson that has been learned during first generation development of these simulators is that the
technology should not be constructed prior to determining the needs of the end user (11, 23). Proper

SC

simulator design facilitates its integration into surgical training curricula. The first step is the

identification of the educational requirements. Next, face and content validity are subjective measures

M
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used to respectively establish that the simulator is realistic and targets training the skills that are
required to be trained (9, 18). The scores obtained in simulation should correlate with actual operative
technical skill by discriminating novices from experts, demonstrated through construct validation studies
(9, 18). Finally, concurrent validation is required to establish that the skills acquired from training on the

D

simulator are transferable to the OR (9, 18, 22, 32, 43).

TE

The National Research Council Canada (NRC) is currently developing NeuroTouch, a VR surgical
simulator for cranial neurosurgery, Figure 1. NeuroTouch is an integrated platform simulating both the

EP

stereovision and ergonomics of an OR microscope as well as the 2D indirect view of an endoscopic
procedure. The system is equipped with two haptic devices, providing tactile feedback for each hand

AC
C

and permitting interaction with virtual soft tissue. An array of interchangeable physical handles is
available (suction tool, ultrasonic aspirator, bipolar forceps, microscissors and endoscope). The
developed software allows physics–based simulation of tissue-tool interaction and bleeding. Further
details on the system extend beyond the scope of this paper. For a comprehensive description of
NeuroTouch, the reader is referred to a work that introduces the technology (13).

5
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A conceptual framework for training was defined prior to developing NeuroTouch. This paper describes
the efforts undertaken to define the content for simulation with the input of surgeons. For basic skills
training, we took inspiration from the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) manual skills
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exercises (14, 16) to draft the Fundamentals of Neurosurgery (FNS) tasks targeting neurosurgical
oncology. The objective of the FNS is to facilitate the acquisition of psychomotor skills. Consensus was

SC

reached to define only five main tasks as a starting point for fundamental skills training.
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METHODS
Identification of core technical skills

We first identified the skills that a resident is required to master in order to graduate in neurosurgery. Of
the sub-specialties, we focused on neurosurgical oncology as a preliminary effort. Canadian and
American neurosurgical oncology curricula detailing basic requirements were consulted (Royal College

D

of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, Congress of Neurological Surgeons as well as the McGill

TE

University and Yale School of Medicine neurosurgery training programs). Performance objectives

broad categories.

EP

involving hands-on techniques and procedures were sought out. The identified skills were grouped into

AC
C

Selection of appropriate training tasks
Meningiomas, gliomas and pituitary adenomas account for approximately 80% of primary brain and
central nervous system tumours in the United States (10). Procedures involving these most commonly
occurring brain tumours were investigated as a start to discerning appropriate training tasks. Three
generalized surgeries were chosen: removal of a convexity meningioma, low grade frontal lobe glioma
resection and endoscopic resection of a pituitary adenoma. We executed cognitive task analyses (CTAs),
breaking each of these procedures down into elemental subtasks, including surgical cues and decision
6
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loops (7, 23, 45). The CTAs revealed simplified tasks that could be tailored for training a large number of
the skill requirements for graduation. Technical tasks that could be used in many types of procedures
were preferentially considered, such as performing a ventriculostomy to relax brain swelling. Of these,
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the tasks that would most benefit from advanced technology for training were selected. Our intention
was to address areas where implementing tasks as modules in NeuroTouch could compliment current
curricula for technical skills training.

SC

Development of training modules
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The identified tasks were then expanded into structured training modules including learning objectives,
instructions, levels of difficulty and performance metrics. The FNS modules were designed with
incremental difficulty (that the trainee must master sequentially) to favour optimal learning (17). Each
FNS was organized to first allow the user to become familiar with a given surgical tool proceeding to
more advanced levels to practise technique. Some of the exercises target the development of bimanual

D

coordination, others the familiarization with commonly used neurosurgical instruments or learning basic

TE

surgical techniques in neurosurgical oncology.

Appropriate performance metrics were identified and integrated to each of the training modules to

EP

score performance and provide feedback to the user. Currently, little work has been done for the
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development of metrics in neurosurgery. However, the performance objective of any given surgery is to
attain a favourable patient outcome, providing optimal, efficient treatment while minimizing permanent
damage and OR time. As such, the metrics that were defined for each task were derived from the main
neurosurgical oncology performance objectives of minimizing tumour cells remaining after surgery,
permanent damage to critical areas, blood loss and the duration of the surgery. Also, positive
performance measures such as noting a successful outcome of the task were included.
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Validation
A key element to the NRC’s VR surgical simulation initiative is the presence of an advisory network of
subject matter experts (SMEs) that meet as a collective at semi-annual program meetings. Specifically,
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the SMEs consist of neurosurgeons and surgeons involved in medical education research. The network is
pan-Canadian, including surgeons from 23 teaching hospitals. The participants act as consultants to
assure clinical pertinence and realism to the program, indicating their priorities for simulation, providing

SC

feedback, clinical guidance, medical images and OR access to our development team.
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The SMEs were consulted for performing the CTAs and guided the identification of the five basic tasks.
The analyses were then further detailed through expert interviews to determine which features to
include in the tasks to maximize the educational value. Questionnaires were sent out to the program
SMEs to categorize the identified features as essential or optional. Different questionnaires and SMEs
were used for each task. The results from the surveys were used to set the levels of difficulty, define

D

appropriate performance metrics and prioritize the features to be developed in simulation.

TE

The identification of the FNS tasks first began in April 2008 at the start of the program. The tasks were
further detailed concurrent to the development of the NeuroTouch simulator. As the learning modules

EP

were refined, we assured that they remained useful and pertinent with iterative validation. This was

AC
C

achieved through surveys, discussions and interviews using select SMEs with an interest in the given
topic. Feedback has been ongoing for the last four years.

RESULTS

The technical skill requirements for graduation in neurosurgical oncology are shown in Table 1. The list is
extensive, demonstrating that many different types of skills are required. The items are listed in
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progression of postgraduate year, ranging from performing basic techniques for cerebrospinal fluid
management to complete tumour resection procedures.
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PT

The cognitive task analyses (CTAs) proved informative in revealing appropriate tasks for training the
skills required for graduation. An example of a CTA that was performed is represented in Figure 2. The
deconstruction of the approach and resection of a convexity meningioma into subtasks is shown. In the
selection of tasks, we opted for the subtasks most associated with decisions and surgical cues. Such

SC

tasks would most likely benefit from advanced technology for training. In this example, the most
demanding steps in the resection of a convexity meningioma are dissection and debulking, executed to
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fully expose the tumour. These tasks can be related to #7, 8, 10 and 11 of the graduation requirements
in Table 1.

The aim was to address as many of the identified skill requirements as possible while also imposing a
limit on the number of tasks to be developed. The selected tasks were: 1) ventriculostomy, 2)

D

endoscopic nasal navigation, 3) tumour debulking, 4) hemostasis and 5) microdissection. Further

TE

decomposition of the CTAs exposed surgical cues and appropriate performance metrics that could be
used as features to expand the five selected tasks into complete training modules. These five tasks

EP

touched upon 9 out of 15 of the skill requirements (scalp incisions, patient positioning, performing
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craniotomies, skull lesion resections and image-guided biopsies as well as handling unexpected
complications were not addressed).

FNS Ventriculostomy
The first training task is to practise the correct insertion of a ventricular catheter. This is a frequently
performed procedure and one of the first that a neurosurgical resident encounters (as indicated in Table
1). The challenge for this basic technique, identified from the CTAs, is to be able to properly guide the
drain by referring to the anatomical landmarks. Correct use of the landmarks circumvents functional
9
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areas of the cortex and facilitates placement of the catheter tip close to the target. Performing the
procedure in a single pass minimizes the risk of complications.
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The conceptual FNS training module for ventriculostomy is summarized in Table 2. To test knowledge of
the landmarks, the exercise is to select the location of the burr hole using the eyes, nose and ears of the
head, Figure 3 (2, 15). The goal is to advance the drain into the brain until the ventricular lining is
pierced and placed anterior to the Foramen of Monro, Figure 3. Interactive anatomical models of the

SC

skull, brain and ventricles are required to recreate the surgical cues used in performing the procedure,
such as feeling a haptic pop as the catheter perforates the ventricle lining. Realistic representation of
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the catheter is required, including providing the demarcations on the tool to indicate when the
perforation is likely to occur (~6 cm from the scalp (2)). The level of difficulty of the module can vary
with the anatomy. An easy case being enlarged ventricles due to hydrocephalus and a more difficult one
with shifted ventricles due to the presence of a tumour. Potential errors that can occur include

D

breaching no-go zones which may cause permanent damage, such as crossing the midline or inserting

TE

the catheter too deep and into the brain stem.

The work for taking the ventriculostomy training module from concept to VR simulation has begun with

EP

the current features implemented in simulation indicated in the last column of Table 2. The simulation is

AC
C

interactive, using haptics to track the selected entry site and angle of insertion on a mannequin head.
Currently only the selection of entry site location and angle can be performed (without the actual
insertion of the catheter). The resulting trajectory is projected onto the virtual ventricular model for
immediate feedback on performance, Figure 3.

FNS Endoscopic Navigation
This exercise is included such that the trainee can practise skills unique to endoscopic procedures. The
main challenges identified from the CTAs were learning the unfamiliar anatomy (44), maintaining spatial
10
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orientation to recognize the anatomy and location of the tools (3) as well as properly navigating with
both hands. The goal of the exercise is to locate and identify the sphenoid ostium. This task was selected
because it integrates the identified challenges and is a major step in the endoscopic transnasal approach
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PT

to resecting a pituitary adenoma. The endoscope is inserted and advanced along the nasal cavity. The
dissector is then inserted and the tool tip is visualized. The anatomical landmarks are used for guidance
to locate the ostium of the sphenoid sinus.

SC

The training module for this task is summarized in Table 3. To practise proper scope handling, the user is
required to manoeuvre through the narrow surgical corridors of the nose. Interactive models of the
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nasal cavities are used to gain familiarity with the anatomy and to recreate the cues identified by the
CTAs, such as using the turbinates, choana and spheno-ethmoid recess to guide the trajectory (8, 29).
The level of difficulty for this task is related to the anatomy of the patient. The most challenging case is
when the middle turbinate is blocking access. The turbinate must first be crushed with the dissector so

D

that the endoscope can be advanced to visualize the ostium. Errors can include improper tool handling

TE

or using too much force which can cause the mucosa to bleed or septum perforation. Optimal
performance is indicated when the ostium is located with efficient handling of the endoscope without

EP

error.
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C

FNS endoscopic navigation as a VR training module in NeuroTouch has been implemented, with the
current features summarized in the last column of Table 3. The simulation is presently one handed
permitting only the navigation of an endoscope. The nose is a physical replica of the exterior with a
virtual model for the nasal cavity anatomy, Figure 4. Navigation can take place in either nostril to locate
each ostium. The simulated anatomy is complete with the required landmarks with performance
feedback through automated measures of force, distance travelled to target as well as the time taken to
complete the task.
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FNS Tumour Debulking
Tumour debulking is a task that permits the trainee to gain familiarity with surgical aspirators, one of the
most widely used neurosurgery tools (51), as well as to practise bimanual dexterity under the operating

RI
PT

microscope. The basic task consists of using an ultrasonic aspirator to core out a convexity meningioma,
leaving only the outer capsule.

This FNS training module is described in Table 4, consisting of an ultrasonic aspirator and suction tool.

SC

Realistic tool handles and accessories permitting adjustment of the tool settings as in the OR are
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required. As a training exercise, the user is instructed to debulk the tumour until a small margin from the
capsule is reached. As tumour tissue is removed, suction is used to clear the operating field of blood.
The level of difficulty is adjusted by modifying the tumour shape, consistency and colour. The easy
setting involves a geometric shape rather than an anatomically realistic tumour. This allows the user to
first focus on becoming comfortable using each tool and coordinating them bimanually. Errors include

D

injury to or removal of healthy brain which can occur by debulking straight through the capsule, using

TE

improper settings on the ultrasonic aspirator or using too much force when retracting. A proficient level
in skill is achieved when sufficient tumour is removed efficiently for proper capsule retraction without

EP

any damage to healthy brain.
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Currently, the intermediate and advanced virtual scenarios are available in NeuroTouch, with the
features indicated in the last column of Table 4. The simulation requires the use of both hands with
suction and the ultrasonic aspirator available, Figure 5 (30, 37). The module currently includes
performance metrics on the quality of the resection as well as efficiency and error measures.

FNS Hemostasis
This task was selected to allow practice with the bipolar forceps and to use it in performing hemostasis,
an essential technique to any surgical procedure. Some of the identified challenges from the CTAs
12
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included locating the bleeding site, being able to keep the view clear of blood and managing bleeding
vessels. Mastery of proper technique is required when coagulating. The forceps must be gently applied
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over the bleeding site rather than pinching forcefully on the blood vessel.
The full training module concept is detailed in Table 5. It was designed to practise the cauterisation of
blood vessels using bipolar forceps as well as to train the bimanual coordination required. The exercise
first requires the use of suction to aspirate blood to reveal the bleeding site and to maintain a clear field

SC

of view. A bleeding vessel can be grasped with the forceps and is sealed only if proper technique is used.
This must be repeated until all of the bleeding sites have been dealt with for a successful outcome. The
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level of difficulty is related to the bleeding rate and working depth or angle. Brisk bleeding can occur
from the feeding arteries near tumour bed which will cause the operating cavity to quickly fill up with
blood. Potential errors include cauterisation of healthy tissue, using an inappropriate technique leading
to tissue sticking to bipolar tips and excessive blood loss occurring when too much time is taken to

D

successfully stop the bleeding.

TE

This training module is currently under development in NeuroTouch with different levels of difficulty
permitting cauterisation of surface capillaries as well as vessels in a cavity. The work in progress is

EP

summarized in the last column of Table 5 and displayed in Figure 6. The simulation is one handed with
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the bipolar forceps or bimanual with suction in the other hand. Performance metrics have been
implemented to detect whether hemostasis has been achieved and include measures of efficiency and
error.

FNS Microdissection

This task allows the trainee to gain familiarity with microscissors and to practise an important
microsurgical technique: sharp dissection. An element requiring mastery during cutting is to minimize
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tremors when squeezing the tool shaft. Another aspect is being able to correctly identify the natural
cutting plane to preserve the normal anatomy in the brain.
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The complete FNS module is detailed in Table 6. The training exercise makes use of a classic situation
requiring microdissection, which is arachnoid dissection for the removal of convexity meningiomas,
Figure 7. This task involves first identifying the tumour-tissue interface to be used as the surgical plane.
The tumour is grasped using forceps and retracted to expose the interface. Microscissors are used to cut

SC

arachnoid bands within the plane to separate the tumour. The goal is to achieve complete separation of
the tissues without injury to healthy tissue. The level of difficulty of the task is related to the level of
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retraction possible, as well as the depth and angles at which the bands must be cut. The first exercise
consists of a debulked meningioma where only the tumour capsule remains. Here sufficient tissue
retraction can be achieved to make cutting easily accessible. The more difficult case is a meningioma
that has not been debulked, where awkward cutting angles can be encountered. The major error is

D

breaching the surgical plane and cutting into healthy brain. As well, if too much force is used to retract

TE

the tumour, some of the bands may be torn rather than cut causing unnecessary bleeding or damage to
healthy structures.

EP

The VR simulation work in progress is summarized in the last column of Table 6 and can be seen in
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Figure 7. The simulation is bimanual, with microscissors in one hand and a grasper in the other used to
retract tissue. Currently, the difficult scenario is available for the en bloc removal of a small meningioma.
The tissue-tumour interface contains only the adhesions without any blood vessels present.

Validation of the conceptual FNS
We have had the content of the FNS evaluated by the program subject matter experts (SMEs). The
proposed tasks were deemed as appropriate and pertinent through iterative discussions and surveys
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with our advisory network of surgeons. These findings have established face and content validation that
the FNS modules are suitable and target training the skills required in neurosurgical oncology.
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DISCUSSION

The Fundamentals of Neurosurgery (FNS) represent the first set of training modules developed to teach
basic and advanced neurosurgical technical skills. The FNS modules were designed according to the skill

SC

requirements of graduating residents in neurosurgical oncology. As a starting point, curricula

requirements were reviewed and cognitive task analyses were performed to identify five tasks as
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representative of required skills, including aspects of operating either under the microscope or with an
endoscope. They were: 1) ventriculostomy, 2) endoscopic nasal navigation, 3) tumour debulking, 4)
hemostasis and 5) microdissection. These tasks were elaborated into complete training modules by
integrating learning objectives, instructions, levels of difficulty and performance metrics. NeuroTouch,

D

an interactive bimanual cranial neurosurgery simulator, is being developed by the National Research

TE

Council Canada (NRC) to bring the FNS into application (13, 21).
Current neurosurgical training curricula focus primarily on developing microsurgical skill, the basis for

EP

neurosurgery (42). The hands-on components require many hours of practice in skills labs, using
exercises such as training with synthetic materials (6), manoeuvring through restrictive corridors (46),

AC
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dissection of animal vessels and nerves (26, 27) or separating of fruit layers (41) under the microscope.
The FNS were developed in the same vein as the standardized tasks eventually used for the
Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) program (14). Incorporating such a set of tasks to current
curricula would allow practice of a diversity of skills, familiarization with multiple surgical tools, training
on tasks with incremental difficulty and assessment with objective measures of performance. Validation
studies of the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) set of manual skills exercises showed high
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levels of construct validity of the tasks as well as high reliability, making it suitable for certification
examinations (16).
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Feedback on NeuroTouch
Validation of the actual simulator (FNS concepts integrated into NeuroTouch) was done throughout the
development of the technology and is ongoing. Formal and informal feedback was obtained from the
program SMEs. This feedback has indicated that the look and sense of touch in simulation has reached

SC

an acceptable level of realism. Validation outside of the program was achieved during demonstrations
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at major neurosurgical annual conferences, including the earlier version of NeuroTouch (13, 21) being
featured in the sixth Top Gun skills competition held during the 2011 American Association of
Neurological Surgeons meeting. Prototypes of this version of NeuroTouch have been deployed to seven
teaching hospitals across Canada. The feedback generated from local staff and residents trialling the
system was used to guide the ongoing development of the simulator. Currently all five tasks, at varying

D

stages of completion, have been implemented into the system.

TE

Future Challenges

EP

A limitation of the present work is the lack of sufficient objective data to demonstrate the efficacy of the
proposed training modules in neurosurgical education. It will be possible to obtain objective data once

AC
C

the proposed training modules have been completely integrated into NeuroTouch. Many developments
are still required in order to completely recreate the conceptual training modules in simulation. The
challenge in virtual surgery is to be able to reproduce what a surgeon sees and feels in the operating
room instantaneously. This implies that the simulation must run in real-time with high enough
resolution to reproduce the sensory feedback that the surgeon perceives, for example while under the
microscope with instrument in hand.

16
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Software developments in NeuroTouch have focused on the integration of computationally effective
simulation techniques (4, 12, 13, 30, 37). Today, we have achieved real-time simulation of both the
touch and visual feedback as long as the virtual soft tissue surgical corridor is small enough to permit it.
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Presently, the simulation scenarios in NeuroTouch involve the outer region of the brain. A skull-base
procedure or deep tumour resection simulation at an acceptable level of resolution is currently not
possible. We are also currently unable to include smaller structures such as the pial membrane, tumour

SC

feeders and the meningioma capsule. These structures are crucial in modelling the resection of a
meningioma. Future developments will be oriented towards being able to simulate virtual tissue models
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with greater detail. Finally, based on the latest recommendations arising from the prototype
deployments at our participating collaborator sites, we will prioritize the development of dynamic tool
change (currently the surgical instrument selected must be used for the duration of the simulation) and
sharp dissection of tissue because presently only fibres can be cut in this manner.

D

Regarding the use of the simulator as a training tool, future work will focus on providing proficiency

TE

goals for the trainee. To ascertain the level, neurosurgical staff (experts) will be asked to perform the VR
tasks and their performance recorded. Future validation studies will include medical students,

EP

residents, fellows and staff performance on the simulator. We will investigate its construct validity,
specifically whether the simulator metrics can distinguish between varying levels of experience. We

AC
C

have started with a pilot study at the Top Gun skills competition in 2011 (19). We found that
neurosurgery residents obtained higher performance scores compared to medical students in the
tumour debulking simulation exercise.
Finally, concurrent validation demonstrating that the skills learned on the simulator are transferrable to
the operating room is required. Training programs are more inclined to accept expensive technology,
such as VR trainers, if objective data can justify the costs. Concurrent validation has been shown in other
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surgical disciplines (22, 32, 34, 43). In a particular study involving skills training for laparoscopic surgery,
it was concluded that novice residents with little to no surgical experience performed at the level of an
intermediately experienced resident after undergoing a training program on a simulator (32). Not only

RI
PT

was the learning curve shortened but the time to complete the procedure was halved. Such studies are
currently lacking in neurosurgery. A reason for this may be the lack of an objective assessment tool in
neurosurgery such as the Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skill (OSATS) (36) and Global

SC

Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS) (48) scales used respectively in general and
laparoscopic surgery. Current studies are underway to develop a global rating scale to measure

M
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U

neurosurgical performance in the operating room called the Global Assessment of Intraoperative
Neurosurgical Skills (GAINS) (20). Using this rating tool, it will then be possible to assess the value of
neurosurgical skills training both inside and outside of the operating room permitting the investigation
of skill transfer from VR to OR.

D

The ultimate goal is to establish a VR training curriculum for neurosurgery residents. As in the FLS

TE

program, the FNS psychomotor skills training modules should eventually be combined with didactic
content to represent a complete training framework. Trainees could use this program to acquire a

EP

baseline level of competency before performing neurosurgical interventions on live patients, potentially

AC
C

increasing patient safety.

CONCLUSION

The conceptual framework of the FNS is a first attempt to develop standardized training modules for
technical skills acquisition in neurosurgical oncology. The FNS were designed to provide access to skills
training in a structured format to allow residents graduating in neurosurgery to sequentially acquire the
required skills. The next step is to fully incorporate the modules into a simulated environment. This work
has already begun, with implementation of the five FNS into the NRC cranial microneurosurgery VR
18
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simulator. Our first pilot study demonstrated that neurosurgical residents obtained higher performance
scores on the simulator compared to medical students. The results indicate that NeuroTouch is a
promising tool for neurosurgical technical skills training. Further work will validate its components and

RI
PT

integrate them in a complete simulation training curriculum.
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Figure 1: NeuroTouch, the National Research Council’s cranial microneurosurgery simulator equipped
with i) stereoscopic view, bimanual force feedback handles and mannequin head, and an endoscopic

RI
PT

view with a force feedback handle for ii) insertion into a physical replica of the nose or iii) use with a
mannequin head.

Figure 2: Cognitive task analysis deconstructing the resection of a convexity meningioma. The top level

SC

subtasks are shown. In this example, the approach to the tumour, its exposure and removal phases were
selected as possible training tasks due to the decision-making involved. These subtasks were further

M
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broken down to expose features and cues that were potentially important to simulate for training (not
detailed here).

Figure 3: Conceptual FNS Ventriculostomy with i) burr hole localization and proper catheter insertion
angle determined using the eyes, nose and ears of the head to reach the target: ii) anterior to the

D

Foramen of Monro. The work for taking the ventriculostomy training module from concept to VR

TE

simulation has begun. The selection of entry site location and angle is performed on iii) a mannequin
head. iv) Ending the simulation gives qualitative feedback of performance by indicating whether the

EP

trainee’s projected path falls into the acceptable region defined by experts.
Figure 4: The FNS Endoscopic Navigation requires use of nasal anatomical landmarks and proper

AC
C

navigation to locate sphenoid ostium. The implementation of this training module into NeuroTouch
consists of the nose as ii) a physical replica with a virtual nasal cavity anatomy. ii) The simulated
anatomy is complete with the required landmarks including anatomic labels for the inferior, middle and
superior turbinates as well as the nasal septum. iii) The simulator detects a successful outcome if the
user is able to locate the ostium and hold it in the centre of the virtual endoscopic view. iv) At simulation
end, the user is provided with measures of force, distance travelled to target as well as the time taken to
complete the task as feedback on performance.
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Figure 5: The FNS Tumour Debulking training module conceptualization including i) a meningioma with
its capsule, suction and an ultrasonic aspirator. NeuroTouch training module is under development with
ii) different colours for tumour core and healthy brain. iii) The simulator is equipped with a haptic handle

RI
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in one hand allowing adjustment of suction pressure at the fingertips. The ultrasonic aspiration in the
other hand is activated via a foot pedal and the settings are varied through a console. iv) The module
includes performance metrics of the percentage of tumour resected, the time taken to complete the

SC

task with penalty if any healthy tissue is removed or if any excessive force was applied on the tissue.
Figure 6: The FNS Hemostasis was designed to practise cauterisation of blood vessels. This training
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module is currently under development in NeuroTouch with i) easy level of difficulty involving the
removal of capillaries from the surface of the brain and ii) advanced level requiring suction to first clear
the view, locating the blood source and cauterisation of bleeding site in a cavity. The simulated bipolar
forceps are activated using a foot pedal. The bleeding rate depends on the type of blood vessel. Major

D

ones bleed rapidly, smaller ones bleed at slower rates and capillaries do not bleed, simply disappearing

TE

under cauterisation. iii) Tissue in contact with active bipolar tips changes in colour from a whitish to a
burnt hue as a result of proximal heating, which depends on the power, distance between the bipolar

EP

tips and duration of cauterisation (12). iv) Performance metrics that have been implemented include
outcome assessment, tool tip displacement and time taken to complete the task as well as tracking the
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volume of blood loss. A penalty is allotted for the use of excessive force or damage to healthy brain.
Figure 7: Microdissection training i) conceptualization including meningioma with tissue interface and ii)
NeuroTouch module under development. The VR simulation is bimanual, with microscissors in the right
hand and a grasper in the left. Currently, only the difficult scenario is available. The simulation requires
the user to locate the tumour-tissue interface by retracting the tumour with a grasper. The microscissors
are used to cut any bands that can be seen. It includes performance metrics of the percentage of the
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bands cut and the time taken to complete the task. Penalties are assigned if bands are torn from
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excessive retraction and if any healthy tissue is damaged.
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Table 1: Technical skill requirements for graduation in neurosurgical oncology

Open and close scalp incisions

2.

Perform ventriculostomies, place lumbar drains and intracranial monitors

3.

Position patients for craniotomy

4.

Perform the opening and closing of craniotomies

5.

Resect skull lesions

6.

Perform image-guided biopsies

7.

Demonstrate facility with the use of surgical instruments including operating microscope and
endoscope

8.

Identify interface between tumour and brain and use as operating plane for tumour resection

9.

Identify anatomic landmarks, functional regions and major structures
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1.

TE

10. Show how to minimize and control intraoperative bleeding

EP

11. Perform resection of extra-axial and intra-axial brain tumours
12. Perform resection of supra- and infratentorial brain tumours
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13. Perform resection of pituitary lesions
14. Perform basic skull base procedures
15. Detect and handle unexpected complications
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Table 2: FNS Ventriculostomy training module with task to correctly place a ventricular drain

Implemented in
NeuroTouch

RI
PT

Conceptual Module
1) learning ventriculostomy technique
2) identifying landmarks

Learning
Objectives

3) using landmarks to maintain orientation

Level of
Difficulty

Select the proper location of drill site on the skull, then
insert a catheter until its tip is in the right ventricle, close to
the Foramen of Monro.
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Instructions

SC

4) localizing ventricular structures

Easy:

dilated ventricles

Intermediate:

normal ventricles

Advanced:

shifted ventricles

D

Outcome

catheter tip in ventricular system (yes/no)

Efficiency

TE

catheter tip distance from Foramen of Monro

Performance
Metrics

EP

length of catheter inside skull
angle of perforation at surface
time taken to complete task

AC
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Errors

burr hole outside of acceptable region (yes/no)

catheter passing through critical structure (yes/no)

number of attempts > 1

Burr hole site selection
(no insertion)
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Table 3: FNS Endoscopic Nasal Navigation training scenario with task to locate the ostium of the
sphenoid sinus

1) handling an endoscope with indirect view onscreen

SC

Use endoscope and dissector to navigate along the nasal
cavity until ostium of the sphenoid sinus is located.
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Level of
Difficulty

3) demonstrating bimanual coordination

Easy:

normal anatomy, anatomic label toggle,
pre-crushed turbinates

Intermediate:

septal deviation, pre-crushed turbinates

Advanced:

normal anatomy, intact turbinates

Outcome

D

Instructions

2) recognizing nasal anatomical landmarks

TE

Learning
Objectives

was the sphenoid ostium located? (pass/fail)

EP

Efficiency

distanced travelled to reach ostium
time taken to reach ostium

Errors

AC
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Performance
Metrics
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Implemented in
NeuroTouch

Conceptual Module

number of times excessive force was applied
time that tool tip not in view

One handed navigation
(no dissector)
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Table 4: FNS Tumour Debulking training scenario with task to debulk a meningioma

Implemented in
NeuroTouch

1) handling the ultrasonic aspirator and suction
2) discriminating tumour from healthy brain using visual

Learning
Objectives

and tactile cues
3) learning the bimanual debulking technique
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Easy:

removal of hemispheric “tumour”
embedded in a cube

Intermediate:

removal of complex shape “tumour”
embedded in a cube

Advanced:

removal of meningioma embedded in
brain

Outcome

D

Level of
Difficulty

Remove as much of the tumour as possible with ultrasonic
aspiration. Use suction to aspirate blood.

TE

Instructions

SC

4) performing microsurgery under stereoscopic view

percentage tumour resected

EP

Efficiency

path length
time taken to complete task

AC
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Performance
Metrics
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Conceptual Module

Errors

percentage healthy tissue removed
number of times no-go zones have been breached
deviation from expert tool tip path length
number of times excessive force was applied
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Table 5: FNS Hemostasis training scenario with task to coagulate blood vessels

Implemented in
NeuroTouch

1) handling bipolar forceps
2) learning bimanual hemostasis technique with suction

Learning
Objectives

3) recognizing bleeding points

Level of
Difficulty

Use suction to clear away blood and expose bleeding site.
Use bipolar to coagulate required vessels to stop bleeding.
Ensure that all bleeding sites have been coagulated.
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Instructions

SC

4) performing microsurgery under stereoscopic view

Easy:

cauterization of surface capillaries

Intermediate:

cauterization of blood vessels in cavity

Advanced:

cauterization of briskly bleeding blood
vessels in cavity

Outcome

Efficiency

D

hemostasis has been achieved (yes/no)

TE

•

volume of blood loss

•

tool tip path length

•
Errors
•

EP

•

time to complete task

volume of blood loss exceeding cut-off limit

AC
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Performance
Metrics

RI
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Conceptual Module

•

volume of healthy tissue coagulated

•

duration that >50% view is obscured by blood

•

deviation from expert tool tip path length

•

number of times excessive force was applied
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Table 6: FNS-5 Microdissection training scenario with arachnoid dissection task

Implemented in
NeuroTouch

1) handling microscissors and forceps
2) learning bimanual microdissection technique

Learning
Objectives

3) localizing tumour-tissue interface
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Easy:

50 adhesions near surface, debulked
tumour

Intermediate:

100 adhesions along entire plane,
debulked tumour

Advanced:

100 adhesions along entire plane, en bloc
removal of a small meningioma

Outcome

D

Level of
Difficulty

Dissect a convexity meningioma from the arachnoid using
forceps to grasp tumour and microscissors to cut connecting
bands. Use arachnoid as the dissection plane and free the
tumour with proper retraction and sharp cutting.

TE

Instructions

SC

4) performing microsurgery under stereoscopic view

percentage of bands cut

EP

Efficiency

tool tip path length
time taken to complete task
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Performance
Metrics
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Conceptual Module

Errors

number of times no-go zones breached

number of bands torn

deviation from expert tool tip path length

volume of healthy tissue damaged
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